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Mary Johns’s message

I have never felt this way about anybody. You certainly have lived up to your name so far.

Such a gentleman. I can't imagine you ever killing anybody. I have considered your

request, and I think the risks are worth it. I will give you my key. I know you have a

session with Dr. Blackthorn at 2:30. I can slip in earlier in the day and leave the key

under the mat in the doctor’s executive washroom. Also, there are a couple of systems

that my work badge will get you into. The password is on my badge, but enter it like my

message is written. Once you are free of Saturn Hills, we will run away together and live

happily ever a�er. All my love, Mary.



Security Logs

Password: 2938751



Clarissa’s Love Letter

Come with me Wolfie on our escape. I have to go so I can take care of Isabella. She

needs someone to look a�er her, since she doesn’t have a violent bone in her body.



Pill Puzzle/Session 8
Gavin has a breakout planned. Clarissa is going with them. I have to stop them.

Margaret is not involved with the plan.

The first word is operation.



Noose Painting/Periodic Table

Puzzle

“Finch can't li� his right arm or use it but escape plan not stopped so watch out.”

Second is prison



Session 10 (Booklet and silver

coins)

“Clarissa wants to keep me safe. She said they will come for me at pieces of silver times

my victims plus the number of disciples. That is when I will die. Word three is break.”



Math Puzzle from Session 10

30 x 8 +12 = 252

So this would make the time of death 2:52



Session 9/Phone Puzzle

One or more of the employees are a part of the plan, but not Thaddeus.



Computer Unlock

Password: operationprisonbreak



Binary Code/Medical Bracelet

Gavin, I will take care of Judas you focus on your plan.



Spoilers!
How to Eliminate Suspects

Below are details on how each suspect is eliminated. If you would like just to get a
nudge on where to look so you can make the eliminations yourself, go to the How to
Eliminate Suspects page in the Hint Files

The message from session 10 reveals the time of death to be 2:52.

Mary Johns - In the transcript of the phone conversation with King’s Court
Technologies, Blackthorn mentions that his assistant is off campus taking a late lunch.
We know Blackthorn is the one on the phone because of his voice memo, and we know
Mary is his assistant based on the notes about her.

Norman Blackthorn - In the security logs unlock, you can see that on the day of the
murder, Blackthorn le� the building during the time of the murder.

Isabella James - In Clarissa’s letter, she mentions that she needs to protect Isabella
because Isabella is non-violent. This means Isabella could not be the killer.

Margaret Philips - In Koch’s message using the pill bottle, he reveals that Margaret is
not part of the escape plan. So, she is not one of the people who have a reason to kill
Koch.

Matthew Finch - In Koch’s message on the painting, he mentions that Finch can’t use
his right arm. This would make it impossible for him to be Koch’s killer since the killer
would have had to overpower Koch and then hang him.

Clarissa Simon - In Koch’s message from Session 10 with the coins, he reveals that
Clarissa wants to keep him safe and has tipped him off about the others' plans to kill
him. This makes it highly unlikely for Clarissa to be the killer.



Thaddeus Mitchell - In Koch’s message from session 9 that uses the phone, he mentions
that Thaddeus is not part of the plan. So, he is not one of the people who have a reason
to kill Koch.

John Bartholomew - Bartholomew, or as he is known by his friends, Fix-It, was at the
breaker box during the murder. Unlike the others, you are able to confirm that Fix-It
was doing his part of the plan since the power went out.

Gavin Thomas - The message from the medical bracelet reveals that Gavin isn’t the
killer since the Koch’s killer is talking to Gavin and telling him to go forward with the
plan while he(The killer) “takes care of Judas(Koch).” This also confirms that the killer is
part of Gavin’s escape plan, which adds to Thaddeus and Margaret’s elimination as
suspects.



Solution

Password: marcusandrews


